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Prime Minister Justin Trudeau talks with Government House Leader Dominic LeBlanc as they head to a media 

availability during a cabinet retreat at the Algonquin Resort in St. Andrews, N.B. on Jan. 18. Andrew Vaughan / 

THE CANADIAN PRESS  

As MPs return to Parliament on Monday for a jam-packed session, senior government ministers 

are signalling that job creation is a top priority and that the Liberal government is prepared to get 

infrastructure funds quickly allocated to help kick-start the economy. 

Members of the Liberal caucus met on Parliament Hill on Sunday to prepare for the upcoming 

session of Parliament. 

Nearly three months after they formed office, the Liberals face a key political challenge: how to 

respond to the economic damage left by declining oil prices and a low dollar. 

“It’s not a secret the economy is in a tough place,” Government House Leader Dominic LeBlanc 

told reporters. “We’ve talked about that at a number of cabinet meetings. The government is 

conscious of the need to stimulate the economy.” 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who arrived home over the weekend after several days at the 

World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, is expected to be pressed in the coming days 

from opposition parties for the government’s response to the instability in Canada’s economy. 

LeBlanc said Finance Minister Bill Morneau is preparing some government decisions “in a 

rather methodical and rigorous way” that will be included in the Liberals’ first budget. 

“You’ll remember we ran on a platform of economic stimulus, of job creation, of economic 

growth. We ran on a platform which included deficits in order to properly invest in 

infrastructure, to create long-term economic prosperity,” LeBlanc said. 
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“Cabinet is still grappling with a number of the decisions that we will take in the coming weeks 

and months.” 

LeBlanc said the Liberals “always wanted to be prudent and responsible with taxpayers’ money” 

and will still maintain that pledge of prudence. 

“But we recognize that the economic circumstances are very difficult. 

“The minister of finance and the government will make the decisions that are appropriate and 

that are imposed upon us to ensure that we do the right thing to grow the Canadian economy.” 

The Liberal platform promised an extra $60 billion for infrastructure over the next decade, but 

only $17.4 billion in the next four years. 

With oil and the Canadian dollar slumping, there have been mounting calls to shovel the cash out 

faster. That would almost certainly mean deficits of more than $10 billion per year. 

At a cabinet retreat in New Brunswick last week, Trudeau said his government is looking for 

ways to create jobs but added that it would be strategic in how it invests on infrastructure with 

the emphasis on projects that will have a lasting impact in terms of productivity and economic 

growth. 

The Liberals have targeted three areas: public transit, social infrastructure such as affordable 

housing and waste-water systems, and green projects. 

On Sunday, Infrastructure Minister Amarjeet Sohi told reporters the government is working hard 

to identify future infrastructure projects — including those that can benefit from unused funds 

previously set aside by the previous Conservative government. 

 

Infrastructure and Communities Minister Amarjeet Sohi says projects that are shovel-ready and meet the Liberal 

government’s national objectives will get some of the billions in new federal cash being made available. Sean 
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“I’m working very proactively with every province so that we can understand what their 

priorities are and we can start working with them to get the money out into the communities.” 

He promised the investments will be “very principled” and “very thought out.” 

“Building of infrastructure creates jobs. It also enables long-term growth and improves our 

productivity.” 

The Liberal plan is a sharp contrast to the previous Conservative government’s approach 

following the 2009 economic downturn, which was associated in some minds with small-town 

hockey rinks and community centre upgrades. Those projects created short-term jobs, but did 

little for long-term economic growth. 

Sohi, a former city councillor in Edmonton, said he will rely on local councils for advice on how 

federal infrastructure funds should be spent in their communities because they have the expertise. 

“We are not going to have this cookie-cutter, top heavy approach. Our approach will be nimble. 

Our approach will be very flexible. And our approach will be based on working with local 

communities to understand their priorities.” 

As well, Sohi, said he recognized that certain parts of the country — he mentioned Alberta, 

Saskatchewan and Atlantic Canada — are facing particularly tough economic times as 

commodity prices fall. 

“That’s why what we design has to be nimble enough to meet those regional challenges. That’s 

what my goal is and that’s what I am working at.” 

Apart from the economy, the government has other issues on its plate that some ministers 

addressed Sunday: 

Syrian refugees 

The Liberals initially pledged to bring in 25,000 by the end of December. They pushed that back 

to the end of February and promised to bring in 10,000 by the end of the year (a deadline they 

missed by 12 days). 

Immigration Minister John McCallum said Canada will meet its end-of-February deadline, but 

the challenge is now finding ways to properly house the refugees within this country. 

Pipelines 

Getting Alberta oil products to export markets has become more difficult. B.C. Premier Christy 

Clark has criticized a proposed western pipeline through her province, and Montreal mayors 

have come out against the Energy East pipeline destined for New Brunswick. 



Federal Natural Resources Minister Jim Carr suggested Sunday there’s nothing wrong with that 

public discussion. 

“The country’s having a debate. Mayors are weighing in; premiers are weighing in.” 

He said his mandate is to “modernize” the National Energy Board — the regulatory agency that 

approves pipeline proposals. 

“I think our responsibility is to make sure that what we do is transparent and that ultimately it 

carries the confidence of the Canadian people.” 

 


